Streamline an opening with the Steelcraft® INPACT door system

In order to meet life safety and clear opening width requirements, a cross corridor opening can sometimes end up with exit device hardware that is bulky, obtrusive and noisy. The Steelcraft® INPACT door system eliminates that problem with a smart design that meets the unique requirements of cross corridor openings without sacrificing the balance and design of the environment.

Recessed design
INPACT’s recessed design with sloping, die cast metal end caps provide a transitional change from the door surface to the push pad, protecting the device and door from abusive impacts. In addition to offering a clean and streamlined look, the recessed design ensures objects won’t get caught when passing through an opening. The unique reinforcing and preparation in Steelcraft’s metal doors allow for a recessed mounting not available in wood doors.

Pre-installed Von Duprin® device option
Every INPACT door system comes factory pre-installed with your choice of:
- Von Duprin® concealed vertical rod system
- Von Duprin mortise lock touch bar exit device

Low profile push pad
The curvilinear profile of the INPACT push pad only projects out an inch and a quarter from the face of the door, eliminating any obstruction while remaining easy to operate, even for people with disabilities. And because INPACT’s design meets the strictest building codes, it withstands heavy use and abuse. The devices are tested in accordance to ANSI/BHMA A156.3 Grade 1 and have exceeded one million cycles.
Finish options
INPACT is available in the following finishes:
- Duranodic Dark Bronze
- Brass, Polished
- Aluminum, Anodized
- Chrome, Satin
- Chrome, Polished
- Bronze, Satin
- Brass, Satin

Ideal for multiple environments
INPACT is ideal for use in a number of facilities, including hospitals and other healthcare centers, schools and universities, hotels and theaters. INPACT is designed to work on several door types and can be used with multiple Steelcraft doors, including:
- L Series that combines the strength of steel doors with the architectural integrity of honeycomb core
- T Series for temperature rise-rated full flush doors
- GrainTech Series for those applications where the warmth and beauty of wood doors with the durability, strength and fire ratings of quality steel doors are desired

Learn more by calling 877-929-4350 or contacting an Allegion spec writer.
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